
Minutes – Virtual Meeting
San Gabriel Valley Service Council Regular Meeting

Monday, January 11, 2021
5:00 PM

Meeting video archived at metro.net/about/board/board-directors-meetings-audio-archive/

Call to Order 5:00 p.m.
Council Members:
Diane Velez, Chair
Peter Chan, Vice Chair
Roger Chandler
David Diaz
Gary Floyd
Alex Gonzalez
Ben Wong

Officers:
Dolores Ramos, Service Councils Administrator
Joe Forgiarini, Senior Director, Service
Performance & Analysis
Wayne Wassell, Senior Transportation Planning
Manager
Lilian De Loza, Director, Planning/Environmental
Communications
Albert Kuan, Transportation Associate

For Metro information in English, please call the following phone number: 213-922-1282.

Para más información de Metro en español, por favor llame al número que aparece a continuación: 213-922-
1282

Մետրոյի մասին հայերեն լեզվով տեղեկություններ ստանալու համար, խնդրում ենք զանգահարել 

այս հեռախոսահամարով՝ 323-466-3876

Для получения информации о Metro на русском языке, пожалуйста, позвоните по указанному ниже 
телефонному номеру: 323-466-3876

需要都会运输局的（语言名称）资料, 请拨打以下电话号码: 323-466-3876

Metroに関する日本語での情報は、以下の電話番号でお問い合わせください：323-466-3876

สําหรับข้อมูลเกี�ยวกับรถโดยสารเมโทรเป็นภาษา [ไทย] กรุณาติดต่อที�หมายเลขโทรศัพท์ด้านล่าง: 323-466-3876

េដ�ម�ីនិ� យ� មួយអ�កបកែ�ប Metro ��ក់ សូមទូរស័ព�� មេលខ 323.466.3876។

메트로(Metro) 정보를 [한국어]로 알아보시려면, 아래 번호로 전화하십시오: 323-466-3876

Để biết thông tin về Metro bằng tiếng Việt, vui lòng gọi số điện thoại dưới đây: 323-466-3876
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1. ROLL Called

2. APPROVED Minutes of November 9, 2020 Meeting, Councilmembers

3. RECEIVED Customer Experience Plan Overview, Aaron Weinstein, Executive Officer of
Customer Experience

Metro’s Customer Experience Plan prioritizes riders’ safety, time and comfort and is part of
CEO Phil Washington’s Vision 2028 Strategic Plan for Metro. The plan identifies various
areas for improvements including bus reliability, information accuracy, service stops,
speed, personal security and cleanliness as part of its vision for better transportation for
the region.

Councilmember Wong asked if Metro riders have different expectations for bus and rail
services, and if Metro riders feel that the trains are not as clean or safe as the buses
because Metro has a different criteria for cleanliness. He asked if data might also be
explained by the type of respondents that respond to Metro’s surveys. Mr. Weinstein
replied that riders feel Metro’s trains are not as clean or as safe as its buses. He noted
that riders also see Metro’s bus stops as less clean than its train stations. The data is
being used to drive Metro’s focus on areas for improvement, and that the focus would
not only be on trains, but also on buses. He and his team want to address and improve
cleanliness onboard trains and at Metro’s bus stops as part of the Plan.. From reviewing
the comments received in the rider survey, he has found that riders associate a lack of
cleanliness with homelessness. This may indicate that there is a large presence of
persons experiencing homelessness in the vicinity of bus stops, and their presence on
trains affects those cleanliness ratings.

Councilmember Wong noted that the Operator Assignment Ratio is an aspect of Metro’s
bus reliability; he asked about the retention of operators employed by Metro, and if there
is a difference in pay between Metro bus and rail operators, which might affect retention.
He noted that according to the data presented, riders feel less safe riding Metro’s trains,
and asked why operator impressions differ from patrons. Mr. Weinstein explained that
the Service Planning team is moving towards raising the ratio as a criteria of the Plan
depending on the availability of operators for Metro’s extra board and whether they can
add more bus runs into the schedule. All of Metro’s rail operators begin as bus operators;
Metro doesn’t hire rail operators directly and more full employment exists amongst rail
operators than bus operators. There are different explanations for the motivation of
Metro’s operators; rail operators feel safer because of their protected space in the driver’s
cab of the train. There is more stress on the bus operator as they operate on busy streets
and have direct contact with the public. This is why many bus operators desire to
promote to rail operator as they earn seniority. Mr. Wassell added that bus operators and
rail operators are paid on the same pay scale, according to seniority, and confirmed that
rail operators feel safer because of their protected space in the driver’s cab of the train,
while bus operators are more exposed to the public.

Councilmember Floyd asked if the rider survey that was conducted would reveal the
demographics of those surveyed on trains and buses and how they feel about the service
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provided. He emphasized the need for real-time information for riders, and suggested
providing that information at bus stops or shelters. Riders can also now use their mobile
phones to check the wait times for their bus and what service impacts are on their route.
Councilmember Floyd asked if this should first be developed by other groups or if Metro
would develop this. He referenced the slide and pointed out that there is an item that
indicates that there are funds in the future to do so. Mr. Weinstein replied that the focus
of the chapter discussing real-time information is the accuracy of the information
provided. It is challenging to provide accurate arrival times for Metro’s bus services as
there are various external factors, such as traffic or accidents that impact the
predictability of arrival times. However, Metro is still able to work on internal factors to
improve the accuracy of the information distributed to patrons. It is important to ensure
that missed bus assignments are adjusted for in the data flow that is streamed to phone
applications and internet websites.

Councilmember Floyd noted that real-time information is not necessarily just about exact
accuracy, but more about providing the best prediction of real-time information, and
asked how it would be marketed. Mr. Weinstein agreed that real-time information really
refers more to real-time predictions and explained that there are improvements being
made that make the predictions closer to real-time and would provide instantaneous
information about the location of the buses. There are lots of components involved in
improving the accuracy of real-time information. Metro understands riders’ frustrations
and improving the accuracy of information is a priority.

Councilmember Gonzalez referenced the chart of the various pilot programs and their
costs and noted that only a handful of them are high dollar amounts, which is due to
labor issues and scenarios relating to Metro’s NextGen Bus Plan. He asked if Metro has a
plan to figure out which potential pilots it would implement. Referencing a potential
elevator attendant program, he asked how elevators in the system would be selected for
that program. Mr. Weinstein replied that Metro plans to conduct an annual Customer
Experience Survey and use that data to prioritize investment. The survey was first
conducted in October; it collected data on over 40 different aspects of service and the
responses will serve as a basis for future plans. The list of the 40 aspects rated can be
found in the KPI Chapter of the Customer Experience Plan. The survey results will help
Metro prioritize its investments by helping to determine where it would get the most
reward from the investment, and where the biggest issues lie for bus and rail riders. He
noted that the results of the survey are imperfect as he and his team were unable to
survey riders onboard buses and trains due to COVID; instead, it was conducted via
email and online, which introduces a certain amount of bias. He is hopeful that public
health will improve by next fall and that he and his team will be able to survey riders on
board, in-person. The survey will become an annual benchmark and help determine
where to invest and track the pay-off of those investments over time. The elevators for the
elevator attendant pilot will be chosen based on the number of incidents an elevator has
experienced and other factors. Metro may select only one station for a pilot program.

Councilmember Wong noted that preparation for serving out-of-town visitors who arrive
for the 2028 Summer Olympics is mentioned. Councilmember Wong shared that he has
used BART when visiting the San Francisco Bay Area and in his travel experience, he has
used trains rather than buses because the rail network covers longer distances and is
easy to navigate. Councilmember Wong asked if Metro tracks how many out-of-town
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visitors use Metro’s trains and buses and how Metro’s service might compare to San
Francisco’s transit services. To him San Francisco is a tourist destination, while he is a
Los Angeles County native, but that it is his bias. Mr. Weinstein replied that he is not
aware of how Metro tracks tourist use of the system; with more research, he and his team
should be able to get a better read on the needs of out-of-town visitors. Mr. Weinstein
noted that in his experience, there are certain countries of origin where residents have a
greater transit propensity. BART sees lots of out-of-town visitors from Germany and Asia
that tend to look to transit services as their first option for traveling.

Chair Velez referenced the proposal for elevator attendants and asked if Metro would
create full-time positions for people through the proposal, or if instead, Metro would
utilize existing staff in another capacity. Mr. Weinstein replied that it has not yet been
decided. He shared that when he was working at BART, BART contracted its elevator
attendants from Urban Alchemy, a community-based organization that trains formerly
incarcerated persons to reintegrate into society by having them resume productive work
while providing extensive supervision and training. The BART pilot program was effective;
BART first offered the program to its labor unions as an option for employment, but they
passed on it, so the work went to the community-based organization. The BART program
started with two BART stations, and because of its success, it was expanded to four BART
stations near Skid Row and other downtown areas. Chair Velez asked if in BART’s pilot
program, the elevator attendant was present at all times or only when service was
running. He confirmed elevator attendants were present during all operating hours,
which required extra board elevator attendants who were available to substitute when
someone was unable to cover a shift. The goal of the program was to avoid any gaps in
coverage during operating hours, as it only takes a few minutes for someone to befoul an
elevator. To be successful, the program required vigilance to protect the equipment and
customer environment. Chair Velez agreed and expressed her support for such a
program.

Chair Velez noted that the presentation mentioned Metro offering a ridesharing option
for riders who are passed up and asked if that option would be similar to Metro Micro.
Mr. Weinstein replied that it could be; the focus is to see if existing shared mobility
providers, such as taxi services, Uber or Lyft, have cars in the vicinity of bus stops to pick
up those riders that would have to wait more than 40 minutes for the next bus to arrive.
This option could be made available to a rider who would otherwise have to wait at least a
half-hour for the next bus. Metro is working to detect these situations through use of
technology such as the Transit App which offers tools that would facilitate that. Ideally
they would be able to confirm with the rider to see if there is an issue before providing a
code to access a free ridesharing option to ensure the riders are not late for work or child
care pickup. The goal is to make this option unnecessary in the long run, but Metro is
currently experiencing service reliability issues, primarily due to COVID-19. Chair Velez
agreed that there is a need to address travel needs, but she is not anxious to see even
more vehicles on the road. Chair Velez asked Mr. Weinstein to clarify if riders are missing
their buses because of operator shortages/canceled service issues or because the bus
came earlier or later than expected. Mr. Weinstein replied that the program would be
based on real-time information about the bus and the location of the rider using the
phone application. For example, if an app can tell that someone is standing at a bus stop
and the bus they would normally catch has been cancelled, that would be the kind of rider
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that would be provided a code to access a ridesharing option as the next bus is still a long
time from arriving.

4. RECEIVED FY21 Q3 Station Evaluation Program Update, Jorge Martinez, Transportation
Planner

Metro’s Facilities Maintenance (FM) custodial services team continues to service all
stations twice daily and pressure wash each station at least once per week as part of its
COVID-19 sanitization efforts. High touch-points such as TAP ticket vending machines,
elevator buttons and handrails are cleaned at least once daily. Some B/D Lines
(Red/Purple) station entrances that were formerly closed during COVID-19 have reopened,
but partial station entrance closures are still in place at Civic Center/Grand Park, Pershing
Square, Westlake/MacArthur Park, Vermont/Santa Monica and Universal City/Studio City
Stations. As part of its quarterly evaluation of 30 stations looking at functionality, safety
and cleanliness, all 30 stations evaluated in Quarter 2 of Fiscal Year 2021 (October 2020 –
December 2020) were rated “Good to Very Good”. FM continues to closely monitor, track
and enforce trouble tickets and it is coordinating with outside cities and agencies to
maintain property where Metro provides transportation service

Councilmember Wong noted that all of the San Gabriel Valley stations listed in the chart
of quarterly scores had their lowest scores in the 3rd quarter of Fiscal Year 2020 and asked
if there is an explanation for this. He understands that these station evaluations were
conducted before COVID-19 and asked if there were any problems with those station
evaluations. Mr. Martinez explained that those evaluations were conducted by the
contractor who was commissioned to conduct evaluations of the 142 stations and transit
hubs across the system. Unfortunately, they were unable to continue the work due to
COVID-19. Since then, Metro sought a new vendor to resume the work of evaluating all
stations. Councilmember Wong asked if the contractor was more stringent in evaluating
stations. Mr. Martinez replied that Metro staff provided the contractor with both
classroom and field training with all of the program criteria. However, as they increased
the number of team members they were assigning to complete the work, there may have
been some discrepancies in their scoring. Councilmember Wong asked if that was the
first and only quarter the vendor’s services were used. Mr. Martinez confirmed that to be
correct. Councilmember Wong suggested that the contractor may have wanted to prove
their value by being exceptionally rigorous in their evaluations.

Councilmember Floyd asked if graffiti is tracked or communicated to local law
enforcement to provide insight to current gang activity. He noted that some areas have
experienced a rise in graffiti-related crimes, and the information about graffiti at Metro
stations may or may not be useful to them. He has worked on crime-related prevention
activities with City of Pasadena and recounted that the information was of interest to their
police department. Mr. Martinez replied that when Station Evaluation Program staff spot
graffiti, they do reach out to local law enforcement within Metro’s jurisdictions, including
Metro’s own transit security, Los Angeles Police Department, and Los Angeles Sheriff’s
Department. The information is relayed to law enforcement, which reviews details such
as the tag, letters, or colors used to compare with their database and search for repeat
offenders. This allows staff and law enforcement to pinpoint opportunities to eliminate
opportunities for graffiti. The graffiti found at Sierra Madre Villa L Line (Gold) Station and
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El Monte Station was not matched by law enforcement with previously found graffiti.
Councilmember Floyd thanked Mr. Martinez for his response and noted that sometimes
a graffiti tagger is just an individual, but graffiti can also be an indication of a pending turf
issue with different gangs.

Chair Velez asked if graffiti is reported to law enforcement every time it is found, or only if
a trend is found. Mr. Martinez clarified that Station Evaluation Program staff members
reach out to law enforcement in an attempt to determine the perpetrator, the time of the
incident, and if there is a trend for the occurrence. Those questions can be answered
when they reach out to law enforcement. Chair Velez thanked Metro’s Operations
employees and acknowledged their work on the frontlines of providing transportation
service during the presence of COVID-19. She understands it is difficult to communicate
with Operations employees as there are not as many riders as before and because there is
less of a need to commute to the workplace. She expressed appreciation for their work
keeping communities clean. Mr. Martinez assured Chair Velez that he would relay her
appreciation.

Councilmember Chandler stated that he had outstanding questions from the previous
presentation on the Customer Experience Plan. He noted that the recent surge in graffiti
may be due to an incident in Altadena where there have been several retaliatory
shootings. Councilmember Chandler asked if Mr. Weinstein, upon leaving BART and
starting work at Metro, was aware that Metro’s law enforcement expenses are particularly
high. He asked if Mr. Weinstein was given the job to find solutions. He brought up the
ambassador program discussed in the Customer Experience Plan presentation and
pointed out that no one mentioned the dress code. He noted that he did not need a
follow up response and expressed dismay at Metro’s high law enforcement expenses over
the last several years. He believes the Customer Experience Plan may work to alleviate
some of the high law enforcement expenses. Ms. Ramos told Councilmember Chandler
that she would relay his comments.

5. RECEIVED Regional Updates, Wayne Wassell, Senior Transportation Planning Manager,
Lilian De Loza, Director

Councilmember Wong praised Metro for memorializing Pacific Electric Railway Company
(Red Cars) through the Regional Connector artwork. He noted that Southern California
Edison’s hydro-electric facilities are located in the Sierra Nevada, at Big Creek, and were
built by Henry E. Huntington so that he could power the Red Cars he had invested in.

Councilmember Wong noted that Metro has seen a threefold increase in number of
COVID-19 cases amongst employees since October and asked if this is cause for
concern. Mr. Forgiarini replied that the surging number of cases at Metro is reflective of
the increase in COVID-19 rates countywide. While some affected staff members are in the
process of returning to work, the process for returning remains challenging due to the
volume of cases to be processed.

Councilmember Floyd asked if Metro bus operators are asked report their exposure to
COVID-19. He uses CA Notify, a smartphone application that notifies users if they have
been in close proximity to someone who has tested positive for COVID-19. He asked
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what Metro’s COVID-19 notification process is for staff members. He added that some of
his family members have been notified of potential exposure through the CA Notify app
and that they found it helpful. Mr. Forgiarini replied that Metro has a process for
reporting COVID-19 that identifies staff members who have been in close contact with
the staff member that has tested positive for COVID-19. They are monitored for
symptoms, and if symptoms are found, the same process of notification expands to
include more close contacts. Metro follows a rigorous process of identifying COVID-19
amongst its workforce, which has also impacted the workforce as many staff members
have had to quarantine due to potential COVID-19 exposure.

Councilmember Floyd asked if Metro bus operators are made aware of COVID-19 cases
amongst the riders they encounter. A rider might have self-reported their COVID-19 case
on the CA Notify app, which is the best course of action for notifying others. Mr.
Forgiarini said he is not aware of any cases relating to Metro being reported on CA Notify,
He noted that a lot of cases amongst Metro’s workforce likely pertain to exposure outside
of the workplace as can be surmised by the fact that bus operations staff is not more
severely impacted by COVID-19 compared to the rest of the agency staff, which he
pointed out includes rail operations, maintenance and office staff. Councilmember Floyd
praised Metro’s bus operators for their work as frontline workers.

Councilmember Chan stressed the importance of first/last mile connections and noted
the importance of Metro Micro to support transit. He noted that Metro staff indicated
that ridership has been low during the one-month period since the program launch in
December and asked if Metro has any marketing efforts underway to promote the new
service and encourage ridership. Mr. Forgiarini replied that a robust marketing program
programs developed by Metro’s Metro Micro project team is underway to promote the
service, particularly to large employers within the Metro Micro service areas. The program
is also being promoted through Metro’s social media and outreach channels. He
concurred that Metro needs to continue to promote the service and that outreach is more
difficult right now due to COVID-19, but that Metro Micro is a helpful service in providing
people access to essential services.

Councilmember Chan asked about the financial situation of Metro Micro; are the
expenses exceeding its revenues, and is Metro is meeting its targets for the program? Mr.
Forgiarini replied that the Micro team will stay within their allocated budget. The program
is on track despite setbacks due to COVID-19; he is not aware of any issues pertaining to
the program. Councilmember Chan requested information on the program costs. Mr.
Forgiarini replied that an update on Metro Micro will be provided.

Councilmember Chan asked Mr. Forgiarini to confirm that El Monte would be served by
Metro Micro. Mr. Forgiarini confirmed that to be correct. Metro’s Mobility-on-Demand
pilot currently provides service in El Monte. The service is contracted and operates like a
rideshare service. That contract will end in late January and a decision by the Metro Board
of Directors is pending to transition the pilot in El Monte to a service provided by Metro
Micro. Metro Micro would deliver the service in El Monte through its fleet of vans driven
by Metro operators. The service area would be roughly the same as that of the Mobility-
on-Demand pilot, providing service near El Monte Station. Staff will bring more
information to provide to the Council once definitive action is taken by the Board and the
Mobility-on-Demand pilot contract concludes.
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6. PUBLIC Comments for Items not on the Agenda - None

7. CLOSING Remarks, Council Members and Staff

Chair Velez wished everyone a happy new year and thanked everyone for joining the
Council meeting.

ADJOURNED at 6:27 p.m.


